Coherent Raman tissue imaging in the brain.
Imaging in neuroscience has been dramatically impacted by the advent of multiphoton microscopy. Multiphoton-excited fluorescence (MPF) in combination with endogenous fluorophores or labeling by fluorescent molecules has proven to be particularly powerful. However, endogenous fluorescence is limited to relatively few molecular species, and practical labeling schemes do not exist for many classes of molecules. Coherent Raman scattering (CRS) techniques, including coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering and stimulated Raman scattering, allow imaging without the need for staining or fluorescent labeling. Such label-free imaging is desirable in biomedical research, because labeling often perturbs the function of small metabolite and drug molecules and may be too toxic to use in vivo. CRS techniques have similar imaging parameters to MPF, making use of pulsed near-infrared lasers to deliver high-sensitivity, high spatial resolution in three dimensions and rapid image acquisition. In this introduction, we will discuss the basic principles of CRS imaging, present the instrumentation requirements for high-speed CRS imaging, and show an example of imaging brain tumors and healthy tissue based on their intrinsic vibrational signatures. This discussion is intended to introduce the benefits and tradeoffs associated with different CRS techniques and show one example of the powerful capabilities of label-free chemical imaging.